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INTERMITTENT GEARED-LINKAGES FOR AUTOMATION

Abstract. Intermittent geared-linkages are mechanisms generating 
output-motions with instantaneous dwells. In the dwell-positions of 
the mechanism angular-velocity and angular-acceleration become zero, 
and the input-torgue becomes zero, too.

Further on the transfer-functions of these mechanisms are free of 
jerk or shock. By reason of these advantages intermittent-geared-lin- 
kages are suitable for different tasks in designing of automatic ma
chines. In this paper some 5-bar-geared-linkages are demonstrated.

1. Introduction

For the automation/mechanization of operations there are required me
chanisms generating oscillating or rotating motions with dwells, Fig. 1.
The dwells can be exact (cif = W = 0 for a finite time period ‘fjj) or ap
proximate (instantaneous dwell R with %  = $  = 0 in an instantaneous po
sition of the mechanism), Fig. 1a.

The quality of an approximate dwell is assessed from the number of deri
vative of a transfer function (*f) which become zero at the same time, 
Fig. 2.

Therefore, in Fig. 1b a reversal dwell UR is two-pointed and an instant
aneous dwell ZR is at least three-pointed. The instantaneous dwell R in 
Fig. lc is three-pointed, too.

With four-bar-linkages only two-pointed dwells are possible (Fig. 3a). 
Six-bar-linkages'allow better dwells, but have several drawbacks, i.e. a 
larger space required and dynamically unfavourable curves of functions 
(vibrational excitation) .
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Fig. 1
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Fig. 2

An instantaneous dwell R results in an exact dwell (with a dwell-dura- 
tion of k . ^  or x. g) if in the position R of the mechanism the power 
flow is interrupted for a certain period of time, Fig. 1c and d.

Exact dwells can be generated also by means of cam mechanisms; their pro
duction, however, is expensive and possibly vibrational problems will re
sult. Moreover, as practice has shown, approximate dwells are dynamically 
better than exact ones.

2. Geared-linkages

Geared-linkages [l] , [2] are combinations of linkages and gearings, e.g. 
Fig. 3b-c. The minimum number of members is five. These mechanisms perform 
continuous transfer functions without jerk or shock whose Fourier-coeffi- 
cients converge rapidly [1] .

Therefore they effect only a slight vibrational and noise excitation. 
Instantaneous three- and four-pointed dwells R can be generated, too, 
with them. Figure 3 shows a few examples.
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Fig. 3
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2,1. Serlal-Mechanisms
If two dwell mechanisms (I and II; Fig. 4) are arranged in series, one 

obtains a mbtion with two different dwells UR and ZR (two-pointed and 
three-pointed) , Fig. 1b.

Sjj= S

Fig. 4

essential improvement of the dwell quality in the reverse position of 
1 slider-crank-mechanism. results if the dwell-positions of a serial-mecha- 
,is® (I) coincide with those of the slider-crank-mechanism (II) . In this 
Orangement, the k-pointed dwells of the partial mechanisms (I) and (II)
ttltiply as

Fig. 5
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In the example of the Fig. 4 one then obtains = 3 . 3 = 6, six-poii-
ted dwells in an oscillating motion (compare the transfer functions in Fij.[ 
3d and Fig. 5c).

2.2. Start-Stop-Mitions
Geared-linkages according to Fig. 3c - having three-pointed dwells in 

their transfer functions - are gaining in importance if motions according 
to Fig. 1c or Id are necessary 01). In the dwell-position R, it (t) and 
3È(t) are zero, and therefor also the deriving torque

Min = (Mstat * *  +0-2 = .0

(M . . - statical moment and 0 - moment of inertia at the driven shaft), stat
At a pure inertia-loading 

also the torque at the driven 
Shaft is zero. In this position 
the driven shaft can be disenji 
ded "free of torque" and enga
ged again after k periods 
(coupling K in Fig. 5b).

A motion according to Fig. 
1c is obtained with a continu
ously rotating drive 'f(t).
A known application of this 
principle is in textile machin1 
building. In the so-called 
"Rotary-Dobbies" different stej 
times k.'f’g are required in 
dependence on the cross-weavini 
textile fabrics.

Instead of the coupling K 
(Fig. 5b) also the driving ro
tor can be stopped and started 

in the position R. Since the driving torque is zero, the driving motot 
starts without a load-moment. Also, at the end of the intermittent motion 
there is not necessary a braking torque. The moved masses are "softly" 
started or stopped.

For the practice also the arrangement according to Fig. 5a is important 
Here, the intermittent mechanism SG gets an oscillating input-motion "fit)' 
e.g. a pneumatic swivel-motor. If the start-stop positions of the swivel- 
drive coincide with the instantaneous dwell position of the intermittena 
mechanismen, a motion according to Fig. 1d with an arbitrary dwell-duratic 
(x.’-fg) results.
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In this start-stop position R there holds again:

* = X". S? 2 + #' . 'f = 0 (3>

with
3C'= dtt/df; X ”= d 27t/d?2

and
'f = df/dt; f  = d ^ / d t 2 .

Start-stop accelerations f  of the input which are possibly given are 
not transferred to the output-motion of the dwell-mechanism, since at the 
same time 3f' = V "= 0 (for any and 'f ) .

3. Summary

The generation of intermittent motions with dwells of different quality 
and possibly a duration which can be set according to patterns is an im
portant task in automation. Very suitable for this are intermittent geared- 
linkages with at least three-pointed instantaneous dwells and motions wit
hout jerk or shock. Five-bar geared-linkages meet these demands and are 
easy to produce.

Generally valid synthesis specifications and various kinematic and kine- 
tostatic characteristics have been worked out for the various structures of 
these mechanism [l] .
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